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(R3) 15:25 WINCANTON, 1m 7f 65y 

smarkets.com Handicap Hurdle (Class 3) (3YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 134172- ERAGON DE CHANAY (FR) 208 BF 
b g Racinger - Rose Celebre

4 12 - 1 Joshua Moore
G L Moore

131

Jockey Colours: Black and pink diamonds, black sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap, black diamonds
Timeform says: Dual winner as a juvenile hurdler last season but in the grip of the
handicapper as a result, so improvement required returning from a 6-month lay-off.
(Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

2 523-546 EQUUS AMADEUS (IRE) 38 BF 
b g Beat Hollow - Charade

5 11 - 12 R T Dunne
Tom Lacey

128

Jockey Colours: Mauve and black (quartered), mauve sleeves, white cap
Timeform says: Bumper/maiden hurdle winner who improved again switched to handicaps.
First try over fences didn't go swimmingly but remains one to be positive about back over
timber.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

3 211F-21 LOVATO (GER) 16 
br g Lauro - Larella

6 11 - 10b1 Sam Twiston-Davies
Dr R D P Newland

126

Jockey Colours: Purple, purple and orange check sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Useful on Flat in Germany and yet to finish out of first 2 over hurdles for this
yard, ready winner at Bangor 16 days ago. 6 lb higher but likely to go well again with blinkers
replacing cheekpieces.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

4 02U-132 CUBSWIN (IRE) 14 
b f Zamindar - Moonlight Rhapsody

4 11 - 9 Bryony Frost (3)
N B King

125

Jockey Colours: Black, large red spots, armlets and cap
Timeform says: Winner on Flat/over hurdles in June and has performed well under both
codes since, latest when second in handicap hurdle at Fontwell (17.7f) 14 days ago. Remains
ahead of the handicapper.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

5 71611P- CABERNET D'ALENE (FR) 226 
b g Day Flight - Haifa Du Noyer

6 11 - 8 Lizzie Kelly (3)
Nick Williams

124

Jockey Colours: Black, red star, halved sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Had a productive season, winning 3 of his 7 starts, including here (18.6f) in
January. Needs to bounce back from a poor effort when last seen 7 months ago, though.

 (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

6 215322 RED HOT CHILLY (IRE) 16 
ch g Frozen Power - She's Got The Look

5 11 - 0 P J Brennan
F O'Brien

116

Jockey Colours: Purple, white star, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white star
Timeform says: Winner at Worcester in July and solid efforts in defeat since, notably when
clear of the remainder when second to Lovato at Bangor earlier in the month. Type to remain
competitive.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

7 2/44514- VOLPONE JELOIS (FR) 180 (33F) D 
gr g Vol De Nuit - Jenne Jelois

5 10 - 13p Alexander Thorne
(7)
P F Nicholls

115

Jockey Colours: White, dark blue cross belts, red and white check sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Arrives on the back of some respectable Flat efforts and returns to this
sphere on a fair mark, so no reason why he shouldn't be in the mix.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 
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8 67-2U54 MICK THONIC (FR) 110 
gr g Maresca Sorrento - Mick Madona

8 10 - 12t Angus Cheleda (10)
C L Tizzard

114

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow chevron and sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Unreliable type who has edged back to a mark that would see him get
competitive if a short break has revitalised him on the back of a quiet summer.
(Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

9 147231 SHUFOOG 15 CD 
b m Mawatheeq - Hamloola

5 10 - 8 Brendan Powell
M D I Usher

110

Jockey Colours: White, black sash and armlets, mauve cap, black stars
Timeform says: Has generally improved as a hurdler since switched to handicaps/quicker
ground this year, pulling out more still to get back to winning ways at Warwick last time. Steps
up in grade here, though.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: CUBSWIN went like the best horse at the weights for most of the way at
Fontwell only to be chinned late, so this progressive 4-y-o is well worth a chance to make amends with
the extra emphasis on speed likely to suit. Last-time-out winner Lovato is the main danger, while
Volpone Jelois has been given a chance by the handicapper returning to hurdling after some
respectable showings on the level.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: CUBSWIN (4) 
2: LOVATO (3) 
3: VOLPONE JELOIS (7)


